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Thank you for giving us this further opportunity to respond to the Cabinet 
Secretary for Health’s letter to the Petitions Committee of 30 March 2017. We 
are extremely disappointed that yet again Ms Robison has avoided answering 
the detailed questions we have repeatedly posed regarding the proposed 
major redesign of health services for Skye, Lochalsh and South West Ross. 
 
She refuses to consider the additional risks and costs to the whole population 
of this area that we have presented, which would have been factored in had 
mandatory national option appraisal guidelines been followed, and insists that 
our petition merely represents one disgruntled section of the affected 
community, which is clearly not the position as anyone who has a genuine 
interest in the situation would know. 
 
Furthermore, she believes that the plans will safeguard and improve ‘key local 
services’ and does not realise that on the contrary changes have already 
taken place reducing access to primary and emergency care despite 
assurances that this would not happen until new arrangements are in place. 
How are local people to have any confidence in the democratic process when 
what they are being told is already completely contrary to the actuality of the 
situation? 
 
This community has no idea what will be in the ‘redeveloped ‘Spoke’ facility in 
Portree’ that Ms Robison mentions. The last subgroup meeting this was 
discussed at was in March 2016. Far from continuing to engage with this 
community NHS Highland are completely ignoring the people who will be 
most affected by their proposed redesign. There is absolutely no evidence of 
‘the necessary expansion of care at home, community services....and 
additional provision of palliative and respite care’ that NHS Highland has 
assured the Cabinet Secretary will be delivered when Portree Hospital closes. 
 
We note that at the meeting of the Committee on 16 March 2017 when our 
petition was last discussed, the chair said it may be a judicial matter to resolve 
our contention that appropriate national guidelines have not been followed in 
this redesign process. We as a community do not believe that we should have 
to engage in expensive litigation to establish the truth in this matter. We had 
hoped that the Petitions Committee process would allow a full and frank 
examination of what the majority of people in the affected area consider to be 
a flawed and potentially dangerous major service change.  
 
The concern in this community about these proposals is such that at the 
recent local council elections there was a turnout of just under 60% in Eilean 
a’ Cheò, much higher than the national average. Three councillors who 
supported the redesign, although having no mandate so to do, have been 
replaced with representatives who recognise the serious threat posed to the 



  

people of Skye and Raasay by NHS Highland’s redesign plans, under the 
guise of which access to essential health care services has already been 
reduced. However, it seems that the democratic process is ineffective when it 
comes to deciding on essential health services, since despite our own 
evidence and that provided on several occasions by Kate Forbes MSP and 
Rhoda Grant MSP, we have not been provided with any actual answers. 
Indeed, we note that the critique presented by Professor MacDonald, one of 
the world’s leading economists, points quite clearly to an increased mortality 
rate from the proposed changes, yet not a single piece of his analysis has 
been refuted or challenged by either NHSH or the Scottish Government, 
despite this first being presented via the Committee in our submission of 17 
September 2016 (PE1591/J). This surely is an extraordinary situation and 
completely unacceptable in a democracy. It also sets a dangerous precedent 
in the use of public money as our previous submissions have clearly 
demonstrated. 
 
We once again respectfully request that the Committee press the Cabinet 
Secretary for detailed responses to our concerns rather than just reiterating 
that the decision has been made and we will just have to live, or die, with it. 
 
 
 
 


